only to their own news which was based on

just want my children back. I don’t know how

their own analysis. That is, if Rajavi gave us

much control the Mojahedin has over my chil-

an analysis, the news we received later exact-

dren; I just wish to live with my husband and

ly matched his analysis or in some way pro-

children. I was an ordinary person when I

ved his analysis. They gave us selected news.

went to the Netherlands. I wasn’t a political

Correspondent: I have a question for all
of you. Have you met Rajavi face to
face?
How important is that? And how carefully is he protected?

They censored those parts they didn’t want

person and didn’t know the organization at

Seyed Abadi: Yes, I saw him, and even asked

and manipulated the parts they wanted to

all. When our asylum claim failed and the

to be sent on an operation. Before the mee-

publish. We didn’t have access to any other

Netherlands’s government wanted to deport

ting everyone is very carefully inspected phy-

source to determine whether these issues are

us someone in the camp introduced the

sically. He is protected but one can see him

correct or not.

Mojahedin to me and asked me to join.

closely. Once he came to see me and we
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stood very close to each other.

Correspondent: Mrs Malek, did you
know that the Mojahedin’s journal
announced that you’re dead?

Correspondent: When did it happen?

Arash Sameti Pur: It is not easy to see him

Seyed Abadi: My deportation was ordered in

since he is so protected. They perform body

1995 but I was pregnant. They said I should

searches with detectors. But sometimes he

Ma’soomeh Malek Seyed Abadi: Yes, I have

give birth and then leave the country. The

asks people to go to him to make them in

that volume. I was arrested in September

organization took advantage of this since nei-

awe of him. He says, “come and kiss my

2000. Rajavi has made a martyr of me in his

ther of us were political people. They worked

face”. This is another tool of his psychological

journal.

first on my husband, and they successfully

system for when he wants to attract a mem-

persuaded him to join their activities and I

ber to himself.

On December 20, 2004, a group of 28 people arrived at Mehrabad airport in Tehran at the end of a
momentous journey. The 28 individuals were the first to be repatriated from the MKO in Iraq under
a unique amnesty offered by Iran's Intelligence Ministry.

Speaking of their arrival, Foreign

Roshana Association in Germany,

Cross, the European Parliament and

Ministry spokesman Hamid Reza

that he was grateful to the US

US embassies across Europe" [follo-

Correspondent: How is recruitment
done in Europe?

Asefi said that Iran respected the

Central Command in Iraq and the

wing US army designation of the

civic rights of all Iranians. The former

International Committee of the Red

arrested MKO members in Iraq as

Seyed Abadi: In Europe they go to asylum

members of the Mojahedin-e Khalq

Cross for their intervention. These

protected persons under the Fourth

Seyed Abadi: Husbands and wives never see

seekers' camps and hostels. They take advan-

were transferred from Iraq to Tehran

people will now be taken out of Iraq

Geneva Convention].

each other there. It seems that I have divor-

tage of people’s honesty and need. If a per-

by Red Cross airplanes in two stages.

and treated with humanity and

Representatives from the ICRC told

Correspondent: Where are your children and husband now?

ced my husband, but in our hearts it’s not

son is not informed about the Organization,

An ICRC statement confirmed that

given the help they need to return

Iran-Interlink its officials would soon

hidden. At least they see each other for a

he will be attracted immediately. They take

they had been interviewed and

to normal life wherever they may

move into the main body of Ashraf

Seyed Abadi: My children are now in the

moment. Rajavi calls this his ideological revo-

him to a base and broadcast propaganda

were being transferred according to

choose to live. There is no doubt

camp itself and interview the mem-

Netherlands. I have two daughters, one 12

lution. He says humans are unique jewels

tapes for him to take more advantage of him.

their own decision to return home

that not all of them will want to

bers with whom there had not pre-

Correspondent: What was your intention in coming to Iran?

was taken later because of my husband.

Seyed Abadi: I had come for mortaring. They
also printed the photos of my children to take

Correspondent: Did you keep your relationship with your husband in Iraq?

advantage of people's sentiments.

years old and the other 6 years old. My hus-

since they embody ideological principles. In

First, they send him to collect money in the

after renouncing their involvement

return to Iran. Mr Khodabandeh

viously been contact [because of

band is in Iraq.

Iraq human beings are considered sinful if

streets. I myself misused the honesty of the

with the MKO.

added, "this is the result of many

MKO obstruction].

they are complex beings.

Netherlands' people: one day I said that my

One of the returnees Bahrouz Soltani

months of work from inside Iran and

There are reports that some of the

father had been executed, another day my

said that another 600 MKO members

outside. Nejat Association has car-

people in the camp who want to

Correspondent: How long is that you
haven’t seen your children?

mother was executed and another day my

were due to leave Iraq and come to

ried out intense efforts inside Iran.

leave are in urgent need of medical

sister. I did this to get money from them. I

Iran in coordination with the ICRC.

Abroad, more than 50 Iranian perso-

attention. Some have been beaten

years. I worked for three years full-time in the

Correspondent: Did the organization
force you to leave your children and go
to Iraq?

had to lie everyday. They teach this to prepare

"We, as well as other MKO members,

nalities and over 150 international

and placed in solitary confinement

Netherlands in the financial-social work of the

Seyed Abadi: Yes. First of all they manipulate

you for the other side, Iraq.

were under very severe and intole-

personalities have been in contact

inside the camp. Rumors circulate in

organization. That means gathering money for

and work on people and especially take

rable conditions in Iraq and were

with the ICRC by telephone, letter

the main body of Ashraf that there

the organization.

advantage of the members’ honesty. They use

counting the days until we could

and visits, to ask for intervention in

are no controls in the other part of

Seyed Abadi: Three years. I was abroad for six

[To be continued…]

you for their own propaganda. For instance

return home," he added.

the situation. Many others have wor-

the camp where separated members

Correspondent: Do your children know
where you are now?

when I went to Iraq I heard from others that

Massoud Khodabandeh from Iran-

ked hard gathering signatures on

are held and they are subject to

Interlink said, in an interview with

petitions, meeting with the Red

rape and other abuses.

Seyed Abadi: Sure they know what has hap-

advertised that “this is a woman who left her

pened to me. The Mojahedin will tell them

life and came here”, but I was unhappy about

because they want to convert my children

that. They do this to recruit others to the

Editor

to soldiers who follow my footsteps in the

organization. Now only a few people leave

Anne Singleton

future.

their children and come to Iraq. They use pro-

the Mojahedin had printed my photos and

paganda in this way. They don't do this with
Correspondent: How did you feel about not

men. It is women who are instrumental in

seeing your children for years?

Rajavi’s system. They do this to absorb more

Seyed Abadi: There was a closed situation

forces. But the women in the so-called libera-

there and I couldn’t think about anything. I

tion army are not free, they are treated as

mean I was not allowed to think. But now I

slaves.
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the MKO and was returned to Iran.

the leadership of Massoud Rajavi it

times. “We met two times for ten

He continued, “nearly 1000 MKO

was interesting that the returning

minutes. After this short time, they

Saddam Hussein and failed to achieve.

Intelligence and to create rifts between

members have separated from the

individuals did not even have civilian

asked me about what we said and

Considering the current capability of

organizations like this and international

group but are afraid of coming to

clothes in which to greet their fami-

what we saw.”

the MKO the offer is tantamount to

human rights organizations. Clearly this

Iran because they think they’ll be

lies.

About the accessibility of news and

saying the US should attack and we

cannot work. Any amount of labeling

tortured and executed for their coo-

Everything they have, including the

media in the MKO, she said: “We

will also come along. But the Iraqi

will not detract from simple verifiable

peration with the organization".

clothes they are wearing has been

only could watch MKO’s private

election on 30 January 2005 will prove

facts. So, in spite of all its efforts, the

Khodabandeh said that becoming

provided by the Red Cross.

channel when having lunch and on

decisive to the future of the

European Parliament has signaled a

free from mental captivity is very

In contrast, when Maryam Rajavi

Friday nights they played a film for

Mojahedin. An elected government

clear 'no' to the Mojahedin demands,

difficult, adding: “breaking the men-

was arrested in Paris in June 2003,

us. The computers in the complex

will by necessity be required to act on

thus answering Maryam Rajavi's visit

tal barriers in these people is not

and her premises were searched,

were not connected to the outside

demands in Iraq for its expulsion as a

to that parliament on a PR exercise.

easy. After years of activity [with the

she was found to possess millions of

world.”

foreign terrorist group. We have publis-

In another vein, Ebrahim Khodabandeh

MKO], it’s so hard for them to con-

dollars from Iraq and not surprisingly

Mehdi Rajabi, in an interview with

hed an analysis of the effect of the

has written an open letter to Win

fess that they were wrong.”

about a million Euros worth of clo-

Fars News added, “they forced me

election on the MKO by Hadi Shams

Griffiths, MP concerning his Ad Hoc

“The organization may never beco-

thes, shoes and make-up. French

to give several pledges. They told

Haeri. An in depth analysis of this

Committee and has asked him and his

me totally dissolved. It may hold at

observers were shocked by the

me that I have to explain my dre-

effect can also be found in the

colleagues to do what they can to help

least an office in Europe but at the

contrast between her personal

ams for them. I realized from the

Terrorism Monitor published by

Rajavi's hostages in Iraq. Ebrahim and

time being, it’s not an influential

wealth and the way she and her

beginning that I had made mistake

Jamestown Foundation, Washington

Jamil Bassam have been in regular

organization. The only thing it can

husband Massoud Rajavi have trea-

and I escaped. But I was arrested by

Maryam Rajavi has pulled out

(see www.Iran-Interlink.org article tit-

contact with Iran-Interlink and we are

do now is propaganda work.”

ted the cult members.

the Baath regime and they gave me

led The Disintegration of Mojahedin-e

looking forward to publishing an inter-

Jamil Bassam, another senior MKO

Massoud Khodabandeh explained,

back to the MKO again.”

all the stops in her efforts to per-

Khalq in Post-Saddam Iraq.)

view in the next edition of Survivors'

member arrested alongside

"MKO members are not allowed per-

In an interview with Al-Alam news

Even if a way is found to keep the

Report. Another victim of Mojahedin

Khodabandeh, expressed hope that

sonal possessions, they sleep in

channel on 15 January a high ran-

organization in Iraq and to re-arm it, it

mistreatment, Yasser Ezatti, spoke in

all the deceived MKO members

communal dormitories sometimes

king member recently returned to

is difficult to see what future there is

an interview with Roshana News web-

would discover their mistake and

10 to a room and their children have

Iran, Babak Amini, talked about the

for the group. The ICRC breakthrough in

site in Germany. He talked of his expe-

come back to their families and

been used to collect money in the

group's designation as terrorist by

repatriating 41 MKO members from

riences with the Mojahedin. As a child

country. Responding to a question

streets. For years the Rajavis have

the US and the EU, and said; “there’s

Iraq looks likely to be the tip of an ice-

of Mojahedin combatants he was eva-

about the US attitude toward the

been using these members as sla-

no reason for the US to support a

berg in terms of the numbers wishing

cuated in 1991 and brought up in vari-

MKO as terrorists Bassam said: “The

ves. What is more, they were paid

group which has performed terrorist

the MKO has been evaluated and does

to return home. In a meeting in Davos,

ous foster homes before being taken

US is trying to use them according to

per head for them by Saddam

operations from European countries.”

not make the grade. The MKO proposal

Switzerland. Jakob Kellenberger presi-

back to Iraq as a young adult to serve

its own purposes.”

Hussein which has added to their

“There’s no difference between ter-

has been that instead of US forces

dent of the ICRC told Iranian Foreign

in Rajavi's army. He ran away. Now he

In a State Department press briefing

personal wealth."

rorist operations by Bin Laden and

attacking Iran directly, the US admi-

Minister, Kamal Kharrazi, 'we have

accuses the Mojahedin of trying to

on January 10 Adam Ereli, Deputy

In a press interview, one of those

the ones by the terrorist MKO but

nistration should support the group and

started and will continue to help these

silence him and has named Mojahedin

Spokesman, said that some of the

who returned in January, Ronak

the Americans have double stan-

it will attack and bring about regime

people'. The Mojahedin has shown

agents in Germany to the police.

MKO "found not to have engaged in

Dashti says, “they separated me

dards in regard to these two.”

change. This is something it tried for

itself desperate to label Iran-Interlink

We hope to publish more of his story. p

terrorist activity have (now) been

from my brother and others and

Amini denied that the group is reli-

twenty years under the protection of

as an agency of Iran's Ministry of

voluntarily repatriated to Iran."

sent me to Iraq under the name of

gious and said: “this organization is

"There are others who do not want

'Italy's train' and then I was transfer-

a mixture of Maoism and

to go back to Iran, and third-country

red to Camp Ashraf. After 8 months,

Communism and lacks any kind of

Iranian opposition groups and
individuals have watched with
dismay over the past month, as

suade the US to take the MKO on
as mercenaries should plans to
attack Iran materialize.
According to one CIA source however,

MKO Combatants arrive home

leader Massoud Rajavi. The repatria-

arranged to reunite the 28 former

repatriation options are being looked

I met with my brother who had

ideology and believes only that that

Informed sources state that while

tion effort has been followed by

members of the MKO with their

at," he added.

come to find me and who had also

end justifies the means.

these things happen in Ashraf itself,

international news media and the

families in Iran.

The State Department official, howe-

been trapped by the MKO.”

He confirmed that Saddam Hussein

nothing of this nature has been

MKO's internal dynamics are beco-

During the welcoming ceremony

ver, said the U.S. position on the

She said, “people inside the organi-

had used MKO in suppressing the

reported in the American controlled

ming widely known.

held at the Olympic Hotel, Ebrahim

MKO has not changed. "It's a foreign

zation have no contact with the out-

uprising of Iraqis. “All that happened

camp for separated members. Similar

An official from Iran’s Nejat

Khodabandeh told reporters, “after

terrorist organization and we're dea-

side and, when I mentioned inter-

across Iran-Iraq border was done in

rumors were circulated during the

[Salvation] Association told repor-

25 years cooperation with this orga-

ling with them as a foreign terrorist

views with the US State Department,

coordination with the Iraqi govern-

Saddam Hussein era to stop people

ters, “these people are actually pri-

nization, today I realized that I had

organization."

they admitted me to a psychiatric

ment.”

trying to leave.

soners rather than terrorists… They

been crying over a grave in which

On January 12, 2005 a further 13

hospital, and the Americans eventu-

Both the ICRC intervention and the

are held captive by their terrorist

there was no body.” Ebrahim

MKO members arrived in Iran brin-

ally had to take me out of there by

election in Iraq will open the MKO

leaders, and they want to leave the

Khodabandeh, a senior MKO and NCR

ging the total of voluntary repatria-

force.”

camp to scrutiny and the members

group,” Ms Shalchi spoke with repor-

member, had been arrested in Syria

tions to 41. Iran-Interlink commen-

Dashti says during 3 years in the

will no longer be the hostages of cult

ters on the sidelines of a ceremony

in 2003 on a smuggling mission for

ted that after years of devotion to

camp she met her brother only 4
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the MKO and was returned to Iran.

the leadership of Massoud Rajavi it

times. “We met two times for ten

He continued, “nearly 1000 MKO

was interesting that the returning

minutes. After this short time, they

Saddam Hussein and failed to achieve.

Intelligence and to create rifts between

members have separated from the

individuals did not even have civilian

asked me about what we said and

Considering the current capability of

organizations like this and international

group but are afraid of coming to

clothes in which to greet their fami-

what we saw.”

the MKO the offer is tantamount to

human rights organizations. Clearly this

Iran because they think they’ll be

lies.

About the accessibility of news and

saying the US should attack and we

cannot work. Any amount of labeling

tortured and executed for their coo-

Everything they have, including the

media in the MKO, she said: “We

will also come along. But the Iraqi

will not detract from simple verifiable

peration with the organization".

clothes they are wearing has been

only could watch MKO’s private

election on 30 January 2005 will prove

facts. So, in spite of all its efforts, the

Khodabandeh said that becoming

provided by the Red Cross.

channel when having lunch and on

decisive to the future of the

European Parliament has signaled a

free from mental captivity is very

In contrast, when Maryam Rajavi

Friday nights they played a film for

Mojahedin. An elected government

clear 'no' to the Mojahedin demands,

difficult, adding: “breaking the men-

was arrested in Paris in June 2003,

us. The computers in the complex

will by necessity be required to act on

thus answering Maryam Rajavi's visit

tal barriers in these people is not

and her premises were searched,

were not connected to the outside

demands in Iraq for its expulsion as a

to that parliament on a PR exercise.

easy. After years of activity [with the

she was found to possess millions of

world.”

foreign terrorist group. We have publis-

In another vein, Ebrahim Khodabandeh

MKO], it’s so hard for them to con-

dollars from Iraq and not surprisingly

Mehdi Rajabi, in an interview with

hed an analysis of the effect of the

has written an open letter to Win

fess that they were wrong.”

about a million Euros worth of clo-

Fars News added, “they forced me

election on the MKO by Hadi Shams

Griffiths, MP concerning his Ad Hoc

“The organization may never beco-

thes, shoes and make-up. French

to give several pledges. They told

Haeri. An in depth analysis of this

Committee and has asked him and his

me totally dissolved. It may hold at

observers were shocked by the

me that I have to explain my dre-

effect can also be found in the

colleagues to do what they can to help

least an office in Europe but at the

contrast between her personal

ams for them. I realized from the

Terrorism Monitor published by

Rajavi's hostages in Iraq. Ebrahim and

time being, it’s not an influential

wealth and the way she and her

beginning that I had made mistake

Jamestown Foundation, Washington

Jamil Bassam have been in regular

organization. The only thing it can

husband Massoud Rajavi have trea-

and I escaped. But I was arrested by

Maryam Rajavi has pulled out

(see www.Iran-Interlink.org article tit-

contact with Iran-Interlink and we are

do now is propaganda work.”

ted the cult members.

the Baath regime and they gave me

led The Disintegration of Mojahedin-e

looking forward to publishing an inter-

Jamil Bassam, another senior MKO

Massoud Khodabandeh explained,

back to the MKO again.”

all the stops in her efforts to per-
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view in the next edition of Survivors'

member arrested alongside

"MKO members are not allowed per-

In an interview with Al-Alam news

Even if a way is found to keep the

Report. Another victim of Mojahedin

Khodabandeh, expressed hope that

sonal possessions, they sleep in

channel on 15 January a high ran-

organization in Iraq and to re-arm it, it

mistreatment, Yasser Ezatti, spoke in

all the deceived MKO members

communal dormitories sometimes
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is difficult to see what future there is

an interview with Roshana News web-

would discover their mistake and

10 to a room and their children have

Iran, Babak Amini, talked about the

for the group. The ICRC breakthrough in

site in Germany. He talked of his expe-

come back to their families and

been used to collect money in the

group's designation as terrorist by

repatriating 41 MKO members from

riences with the Mojahedin. As a child

country. Responding to a question

streets. For years the Rajavis have

the US and the EU, and said; “there’s

Iraq looks likely to be the tip of an ice-

of Mojahedin combatants he was eva-

about the US attitude toward the
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berg in terms of the numbers wishing
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dards in regard to these two.”
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from my brother and others and
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Communism and lacks any kind of

Iranian opposition groups and
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as mercenaries should plans to
attack Iran materialize.
According to one CIA source however,
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Electoral conundrum for the Mojahedin

soever. When this cooperation is missing and others do not accept any rela-

Hadi Shams Ha'eri

News in Brief

tion with you it is obvious that there is

Dozens rejected at U.S. borders, airports - Suspected links to terrorism

the US for more than three years will

either. Because political parties and
organisations are nothing other than

By JIM BRONSKILL, January 20, 2005

to a third-country. Mohsen, Mojtaba,

the representatives of different secti-

OTTAWA (CP) - Dozens of people from

Mohammed and Mostafa Mir Mehdi had

ons of a society.

Canada have been turned back at the

been detained earlier for lying in their

Since the Mojahedin has no real base

American border or prevented from

asylum applications but they were rele-

within the people of Iran or with the

boarding U.S.-bound airplanes in

ased on bail in 1999. Once again, they
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were arrested in October 2001 for viola-
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tistics like so many other claims by the

false support from the Iraqis or from

memos show. The cases include indivi-

to the terrorist organization of

MKO have never been substantiated by

foreign powers such as the members

duals on a U.S. "no-fly" list and others

Mojahedin-e khalq. The Los Angeles

any actual documents.

of the parliaments in different coun-

who showed up on the State

Times wrote: “The Federal government

But the question this provokes is in

tries and produces them as the eviden-

Department's Tipoff watch list, which

considers these people (who are oppo-

this respect are the Mojahedin Iranians

ce for its legitimacy.
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Why is it that the Mojahedin cannot

for Maryam Rajavi - about 1.4 percent
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gather even 500 signatures from Iraqis

- and none for Massoud Rajavi. This
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red by the Council for Freedom and

enjoys wide support from some people

Democracy in Iran.

in the Congress.”

In recent weeks the many articles and news by the many different known and
unknown sources found on web sites belonging to the MKO all emphasise that an election in Iraq at this time is unrealistic and the outcome could not be legitimate. It shows
clearly that the organisation is fully favours postponement of the upcoming election.
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Another 600 MKO members are in
coordination with ICRC to leave Iraq
and repatriate, said Behrouz Soltani a
former MKO member.

Mojahedin-e Khalq OrganisationAlternative or Hostage?

me in order to accelerate the downfall of

aggravating force to use against Iran in

the regime. It was from this guidance

bargaining with that country. Therefore in

been describing itself as the victim

that Mr Rajavi found what he was looking

the challenges between the Iranians and

of terrorism by the MKO. It has

Maryam Khoshnevis

for and found his twin in thoughts,

the outside world, Rajavi's cult has alwa-

knowingly tried to keep the MKO file

Saddam Hussein. He took Saddam as his

ys played the role of hostage. They are

open and pay any price so it would

role model and started adjusting the

the ones to be sacrificed in the making

not close. In this way it has kept the

internal relations of the Mojahedin accor-

and breaking of deals between whichever

Mojahedin as a hostage to be

ding that of Saddam's Ba'ath Party.

two players. And in this situation the

deployed on rainy days.

Shortly afterwards, Mr Abrishamchi

Mojahedin have celebrated many times

(Rajavi's deputy) invited all the organisa-

over that they are still breathing and phy-

not much different from the outside

tion's forces to Iraq and announced that

sically alive!

either. In reality all the forces under

whoever stayed in Europe would become

A- the victorious US forces, in Iraq in

the command of the cult are either

a burned card because the only way to

coordination with the interim

direct hostages of Mr and Mrs Rajavi

topple the regime would be from the

government of Iraq, and against

(like the forces in Ashraf camp) or

lands adjacent to the country. That is,

what is called the interference of the

indirectly, and with the aid of

Iraq.

regime of Tehran in Baghdad, regard

psychological coercion, have become

Practising this theory, the MKO forces fell

the captured forces of the Mojahedin

in totality under the command of Saddam

cult as a possibly useful tool against

In all the above cases the hostage status

"We, as well as other MKO members,
were under a very severe and intolera-

The Mojahedin-e Khalq's thinking framework is designed in such

ble situation in Iraq and were doing a
count-down to return home," he said.

Appeals court reinstates terrorism indictments

a way that it does not actually confront the obstacles in its path.
But this re-routing to avoid obstructions and dead-ends and this
smashing through any obstacles has never been based on logic,

The Associated Press, December 20, 2004

management or intelligent analysis. The group simply abandons

SAN FRANCISCO - A federal appeals
court Monday reinstated indictments

the game that isn't working and starts a different one, descri-

against seven defendants accused of
raising money for a terrorist organiza-

bing that as a breakthrough; an acrobatic feat based on jumping

tion with links to ousted Iraqi ruler

from one rope to another.

Saddam Hussein.
The case stems from a 2001 indict-

D- For years the Iranian regime has

E- But the inside of the Mojahedin is

their hostages.

Hussein. And to answer his forces'

the Iranian regime. In fact the MKO

of the Mojahedin is obvious and in none

ment against the seven Los Angeles

of identity and hopelessness in the cult.

questions in respect of capitulating to

has been taken hostage to be used

of them is there any intention or willing-

defendants for allegedly providing

In the end this has reduced them to such

Saddam, Rajavi employed well known

in deals. Otherwise, considering the

ness to consider them as an alternative.

several hundred thousand dollars to

tools that any bodies imaginable can take

psychological methods [brainwashing].

overwhelming amount of evidence

Any real alternative has no choice but to

the Mujahedin-e Khalq, which the

advantage of them and use them as

The fall of Saddam was such a painful

and documents, Mr Rajavi would

be built on the foundation of the masses

appeals court said “participated in vari-

hostages for bargaining with other

shock to the MKO that they could never

surely be sitting alongside Mr Hassan

and the people and it is exactly the

ous terrorist activities against the

bodies. The choice of armed struggle and

have envisaged or imagined its possibili-

Almajid (Chemical Ali) in a court of

absence of this that Rajavi's cult is suffe-

Iranian regime” and “carried out terro-

guerrilla warfare inside cities has enga-

ty. But this did happen, and it placed the

justice.

ring from.

rist activities with the support” of

ged Mr Rajavi's apparatus in a gambling

organisation in a complicated situation -

B- In the negotiations between Iran and

Any tool could potentially have a use in

Saddam’s regime. U.S. District Judge

game in which there is no other way

especially since the MKO was already in

the EU, the EU needs to use some-

some place or time, and therefore it is

Robert Takasugi invalidated the 1996

except a total win or a total loss (the

the lists of terrorist entities which severe-

thing like the MKO as the stick to

logical not to throw it away. But the

terrorism financing law, saying it did

winner takes all). There is no third way

ly reduced its ability to manoeuvre on

increase the price of its carrot. That

moment a more advanced tool has been

not provide the groups a proper forum

for him. Mr Rajavi's belief was that, coun-

the international scene. With the fall of

is why the EU has taken the

created or whenever the time for using

to contest their terror designations. His

ting on his devoted ideological forces, he

its benefactor, the whole National

Mojahedin as its hostage to be

such a tool arises, the old tools will be

ruling had no immediate effect beyond

would be able to topple the Iranian regi-

Liberation Army was captured and taken

utilised in these deals. Otherwise,

collected up automatically. Unfortunately

the Los Angeles case.

me in a very short time. He pretended to

prisoner and the fate of the cult fell com-

according to all the documented

this anti-logic works even in the field of

On Monday, a three-judge panel of the

his members that the day after the

pletely into the hands of the west. This

evidence that put them on the list of

politics where some give themselves

San Francisco-based federal appeals

downfall of the regime, it will be the

was to the extent that orders would occa-

terrorist groups, the relevant proces-

permission to use terrorists as tools.

court overruled the judge — and went

foreign forces who would have to come

sionally be dictated to them in public. In

ses to prosecute them in big num-

Because humans are the main victims of

a step further, saying individuals accu-

and beg from the victors.

this way, three unwritten demands were

bers would already be underway.

such games, as long as terror and violen-

sed of supporting the listed groups

The regime's refusal to be toppled accor-

imposed on the cult:

C- The US administration knows full

ce and dictatorship is considered a logical

cannot challenge whether the groups

ding to Rajavi's planned timetable, despi-

1- the exclusion of Massoud Rajavi as

well of course about the sectarian

way to break a deadlock, then the

should be listed.

This is why the Mojahedin's ideological

te rivers of blood, forced the Mojahedin

the Ideological leader (the meaning-

and terrorist nature of the cult under

amount of murder and crime will only

The government, the court said, must

and military theories rapidly lost colour,

to change direction and cry for help from

ful disappearance of Massoud Rajavi).

the leadership of Mr and Mrs Rajavi.

increase.

prove only “that a particular organiza-

and the theory which was intended to

foreign powers. Mr Rajavi has, through

2- change the strategy of armed strug-

But the various challenges it launches

The terrorist MKO cult, which carries with

tion was designated at the time the

grow them into an alternative to the

experience, discovered that the realisa-

gle to political struggle (the dead-

against the Iranian regime do not

it a full history of mercenary status for

material support was given, not whe-

ruling regime of Iran instead turned them

tion of his dreams needs to be blessed by

lock of the NLA).

allow it to ignore even a useless tool

Saddam's regime on its back, is now a

ther the government made a correct

into an opportunist group which constant-

foreign elements, and that neglecting

like the Mojahedin. The administration

helpless hostage. But from the point of

designation.”

ly hangs in a state of "to be or not to

their interests in favour of his own would

Khalq Organisation (keeping the

takes as a minimum of its rights to

view of opportunists, it is a useful tool to

“The Justice Department is pleased that

be", so that all its energy has been devo-

make the path so difficult and uncertain

name MKO in the terrorist list and

keep the cult as a hostage to be used

ask for ransom. In this game, whoever

yet another court has upheld the con-

ted to its survival and the highest prices

that it would distance him from his aim

instead giving permit to the National

for its own aims.

can play the role of Saddam better, will

stitutionality of the material support

are paid just to remain on the scene.

(power) and would challenge his strategy

Council of Resistance).

Otherwise, without doubt the admi-

benefit most from Rajavi's cult.

statute, a key weapon in our arsenal of

The Mojahedin's systematic, total depen-

(armed struggle). It didn't take long befo-

The west has never regarded the MKO as

nistration could have easily prescri-

legal remedies in the war on terror,”

dency on foreign forces and its tactic of

re foreign powers provided support to the

an alternative to the ruling regime of

bed the same medicine it gave Bin

self inflicted wounding has forced a crisis

Mojahedin in the form of Saddam's regi-

Iran, but will always consider it as an

Laden to Mr and Mrs Rajavi.

spokesman John Nowacki said.
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Another 600 MKO members are in
coordination with ICRC to leave Iraq
and repatriate, said Behrouz Soltani a
former MKO member.
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over that they are still breathing and phy-

not much different from the outside

tion's forces to Iraq and announced that

sically alive!

either. In reality all the forces under

whoever stayed in Europe would become

A- the victorious US forces, in Iraq in

the command of the cult are either

a burned card because the only way to

coordination with the interim

direct hostages of Mr and Mrs Rajavi

topple the regime would be from the

government of Iraq, and against

(like the forces in Ashraf camp) or

lands adjacent to the country. That is,

what is called the interference of the

indirectly, and with the aid of

Iraq.

regime of Tehran in Baghdad, regard

psychological coercion, have become

Practising this theory, the MKO forces fell

the captured forces of the Mojahedin

in totality under the command of Saddam

cult as a possibly useful tool against

In all the above cases the hostage status

"We, as well as other MKO members,
were under a very severe and intolera-

The Mojahedin-e Khalq's thinking framework is designed in such

ble situation in Iraq and were doing a
count-down to return home," he said.

Appeals court reinstates terrorism indictments

a way that it does not actually confront the obstacles in its path.
But this re-routing to avoid obstructions and dead-ends and this
smashing through any obstacles has never been based on logic,

The Associated Press, December 20, 2004

management or intelligent analysis. The group simply abandons

SAN FRANCISCO - A federal appeals
court Monday reinstated indictments

the game that isn't working and starts a different one, descri-

against seven defendants accused of
raising money for a terrorist organiza-

bing that as a breakthrough; an acrobatic feat based on jumping

tion with links to ousted Iraqi ruler

from one rope to another.

Saddam Hussein.
The case stems from a 2001 indict-

D- For years the Iranian regime has

E- But the inside of the Mojahedin is

their hostages.

Hussein. And to answer his forces'

the Iranian regime. In fact the MKO

of the Mojahedin is obvious and in none

ment against the seven Los Angeles

of identity and hopelessness in the cult.

questions in respect of capitulating to

has been taken hostage to be used

of them is there any intention or willing-

defendants for allegedly providing

In the end this has reduced them to such

Saddam, Rajavi employed well known

in deals. Otherwise, considering the

ness to consider them as an alternative.

several hundred thousand dollars to

tools that any bodies imaginable can take

psychological methods [brainwashing].

overwhelming amount of evidence

Any real alternative has no choice but to

the Mujahedin-e Khalq, which the

advantage of them and use them as

The fall of Saddam was such a painful

and documents, Mr Rajavi would

be built on the foundation of the masses

appeals court said “participated in vari-

hostages for bargaining with other

shock to the MKO that they could never

surely be sitting alongside Mr Hassan

and the people and it is exactly the

ous terrorist activities against the

bodies. The choice of armed struggle and

have envisaged or imagined its possibili-

Almajid (Chemical Ali) in a court of

absence of this that Rajavi's cult is suffe-

Iranian regime” and “carried out terro-

guerrilla warfare inside cities has enga-

ty. But this did happen, and it placed the

justice.

ring from.

rist activities with the support” of

ged Mr Rajavi's apparatus in a gambling

organisation in a complicated situation -

B- In the negotiations between Iran and

Any tool could potentially have a use in

Saddam’s regime. U.S. District Judge

game in which there is no other way

especially since the MKO was already in

the EU, the EU needs to use some-

some place or time, and therefore it is

Robert Takasugi invalidated the 1996

except a total win or a total loss (the

the lists of terrorist entities which severe-

thing like the MKO as the stick to

logical not to throw it away. But the

terrorism financing law, saying it did

winner takes all). There is no third way

ly reduced its ability to manoeuvre on

increase the price of its carrot. That

moment a more advanced tool has been

not provide the groups a proper forum

for him. Mr Rajavi's belief was that, coun-

the international scene. With the fall of

is why the EU has taken the

created or whenever the time for using

to contest their terror designations. His

ting on his devoted ideological forces, he

its benefactor, the whole National

Mojahedin as its hostage to be

such a tool arises, the old tools will be

ruling had no immediate effect beyond

would be able to topple the Iranian regi-

Liberation Army was captured and taken

utilised in these deals. Otherwise,

collected up automatically. Unfortunately

the Los Angeles case.

me in a very short time. He pretended to

prisoner and the fate of the cult fell com-

according to all the documented

this anti-logic works even in the field of

On Monday, a three-judge panel of the

his members that the day after the

pletely into the hands of the west. This

evidence that put them on the list of

politics where some give themselves

San Francisco-based federal appeals

downfall of the regime, it will be the

was to the extent that orders would occa-

terrorist groups, the relevant proces-

permission to use terrorists as tools.

court overruled the judge — and went

foreign forces who would have to come

sionally be dictated to them in public. In

ses to prosecute them in big num-

Because humans are the main victims of

a step further, saying individuals accu-

and beg from the victors.

this way, three unwritten demands were

bers would already be underway.

such games, as long as terror and violen-

sed of supporting the listed groups

The regime's refusal to be toppled accor-

imposed on the cult:

C- The US administration knows full

ce and dictatorship is considered a logical

cannot challenge whether the groups

ding to Rajavi's planned timetable, despi-

1- the exclusion of Massoud Rajavi as

well of course about the sectarian

way to break a deadlock, then the

should be listed.

This is why the Mojahedin's ideological

te rivers of blood, forced the Mojahedin

the Ideological leader (the meaning-

and terrorist nature of the cult under

amount of murder and crime will only

The government, the court said, must

and military theories rapidly lost colour,

to change direction and cry for help from

ful disappearance of Massoud Rajavi).

the leadership of Mr and Mrs Rajavi.

increase.

prove only “that a particular organiza-

and the theory which was intended to

foreign powers. Mr Rajavi has, through

2- change the strategy of armed strug-

But the various challenges it launches

The terrorist MKO cult, which carries with

tion was designated at the time the

grow them into an alternative to the

experience, discovered that the realisa-

gle to political struggle (the dead-

against the Iranian regime do not

it a full history of mercenary status for

material support was given, not whe-

ruling regime of Iran instead turned them

tion of his dreams needs to be blessed by

lock of the NLA).

allow it to ignore even a useless tool

Saddam's regime on its back, is now a

ther the government made a correct

into an opportunist group which constant-

foreign elements, and that neglecting

like the Mojahedin. The administration

helpless hostage. But from the point of

designation.”

ly hangs in a state of "to be or not to

their interests in favour of his own would

Khalq Organisation (keeping the

takes as a minimum of its rights to

view of opportunists, it is a useful tool to

“The Justice Department is pleased that

be", so that all its energy has been devo-

make the path so difficult and uncertain

name MKO in the terrorist list and

keep the cult as a hostage to be used

ask for ransom. In this game, whoever

yet another court has upheld the con-

ted to its survival and the highest prices

that it would distance him from his aim

instead giving permit to the National

for its own aims.

can play the role of Saddam better, will

stitutionality of the material support

are paid just to remain on the scene.

(power) and would challenge his strategy

Council of Resistance).

Otherwise, without doubt the admi-

benefit most from Rajavi's cult.

statute, a key weapon in our arsenal of

The Mojahedin's systematic, total depen-

(armed struggle). It didn't take long befo-

The west has never regarded the MKO as

nistration could have easily prescri-

legal remedies in the war on terror,”

dency on foreign forces and its tactic of

re foreign powers provided support to the

an alternative to the ruling regime of

bed the same medicine it gave Bin

self inflicted wounding has forced a crisis

Mojahedin in the form of Saddam's regi-

Iran, but will always consider it as an

Laden to Mr and Mrs Rajavi.

spokesman John Nowacki said.
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Maryam Rajavi
at the Madeleine Church

What is behind Maryam Rajavi's
visit to Strasbourg?

Mitra Yousefi, December 2004

By Anne Singleton

For those of us who have escaped from Rajavi’s hell, it was obvious

Maryam Rajavi, the self-styled

based on its opportunist tradition, that the Mojahedin-e Khalq
organization, would perform another act of deception at Christmas.

president-elect of the National
Council of Resistance of Iran, the

government for Iran, it has become

ments to add leverage in talks over

increasingly clear since the mid 1990s

Iran's nuclear program. As the

that the real opposition to the Islamic

Mojahedin's position is transparent so its

Republic now exists in various forms insi-

reasoning is also transparent. Massoud

de Iran, including inside the government

Rajavi has sent his wife as an emissary

itself. The imprisonment of outspoken

to bargain for his own survival. He is

critics - newspaper editors, politicians,

offering his forces to be adopted by new

students and others - inside Iran continu-

sponsors for whatever they can be used

es despite international condemnation

for. In return these sponsors will try to

and criticism. Yet the Islamic Republic

remove the MKO from the list of terrorist

Rajavi is the connection between man and

deception would be exposed. Now there is

God. In order to magnify himself, Rajavi

only a photograph of Rajavi’s wife stan-

Even so, it was a painful spectacle to see

has denied his followers direct access to

ding beside a statute. The Mojahedin is a

the notorious magicians of politics mixing

him and placed his wife between them

dangerous sect which specifically visited

their evil pretexts with spiritual matters.

and himself. I was reminded of the

the church at Christmas to exploit, by

The sight of this notorious sect inside the

Christmas of 87 when - under the pretext

association, the Christian values of peace

has offered a unique amnesty to retur-

entities as a step toward buying Rajavi

Madeleine church in France was an unwel-

of defending a number of MKO members

and compassion. This sect has cancelled

The meeting was hosted in the European

ning MKO combatants, under which

immunity for his past crimes. If anyone

come intrusion. Rajavi's deception was

evicted from France - the Rajavis took a

the institution of family and marriage -

Parliament at Strasbourg by Alejo Vidal-

around 1,000 are due to return in the

still believes that there is any other rea-

played out before pilgrims and church-

group of us hunger strikers to join the line

except in the case of the leader and his

Quadras, a vice-president of the

coming months. In these circumstances it

son for the MKO's demand to be taken

goers who have respect for religious civili-

of pilgrims outside Notre Dame church. It

wife. A direct reversal of the practice of

European Parliament, and two MEPs who

is becoming more difficult to credit the

off the terrorist lists than to save

zation, for honesty, and in the grace of

was a very long line, but we stayed in the

Catholic priests who abstain from family

co-chair a group called Friends of a Free

MKO with real opposition credentials;

Massoud Rajavi's skin then let us imagi-

God's love have respect for the poor and

cold winter night in spite of being weak

life, but celebrate marriage and family in

Iran, Paulo Casaca of Italy and Struan

though because of its sophisticated pro-

ne the deal as having being struck.

vulnerable. Yet we are sadly aware of the

and hungry. Then, to our surprise, when

their followers. This sect has forbidden all

Stevenson of Britain. Both the United

paganda capability, it cannot be dismis-

Where will that leave the MKO? Imagine

pitiful situation of women and children in

our turn came they ordered us to leave

relationship between parents and children.

States and the EU consider the

sed entirely. But, while the Mojahedin's

the MKO is revived in Iraq and given the

Rajavi's sect. We know that the persistent

the line. Why? Was entering the church in

Respect for parents has been eradicated in

Mojahedin to be a terrorist organization.

argument is not new, Maryam Rajavi's

same money and arms as it received

campaign of this pernicious organization

contradiction with the MKO’s ideology?

MKO members. Love and passion are for-

Mrs Rajavi is currently on bail in France

visit to Strasbourg created controversy

from Saddam Hussein. Would it be the

to be accepted is associated with distur-

Was it afraid of the effects of the church’s

bidden because of the sick jealousy of the

pending trial on terrorism charges.

among exiled Iranian communities who

same force as it was before the US inva-

bing hidden realities - of course, realities

spiritual atmosphere on its members? That

leader who claims that to love anyone

Maryam Rajavi said that by entering into

saw it as yet another attempt to hijack

sion? When the average age of MKO

which are gradually now being revealed.

night, the Rajavis, greedy for money, sent

else is a barrier to loving the leader. After

negotiation with Iran over its nuclear

the political stage. However, if we place

combatants was around 30 years old and

Maryam Rajavi – wife of Massoud Rajavi –

some of us to play with the emotions of

canceling all the marriages of his mem-

program, Europe is 'appeasing Tehran'.

the visit in the context of the organizati-

it had free border access and unlimited

is known for her role in dissolving fami-

people and beg for money in the streets.

bers Massoud Rajavi picked out those

Instead Europe should support regime

on's current status we can postulate that

logistical support from the Iraqi military,

lies, victimizing women and children by

Inside the Madeleine church Maryam

women who had become pregnant before

change in Iran. Mrs Rajavi urged the EU

Maryam Rajavi's visit and the statements

the maximum it achieved was the

reactionary means and religious blackmail

Rajavi posed for photographs in the proxi-

this order and called them sinners. He iso-

to remove the Mojahedin from its list of

she made are based on opportunism

Forough-e Javidan operation of 1988 in

under the name of feminism; is known for

mity of the Father of the church and in

lated them so that even the fathers were

outlawed terrorism organizations, since it

rather than political analysis.

which half the forces were massacred

her cooperation with the Iraqi army and

front of sacred altar; pictures with which

not allowed to see their wives or new

[terrorist listing] was an obstacle to poli-

The MKO is already being disbanded in

and the rest forced to retreat in disarray.

security services in suppressing dissident

to wash her sinners hands from their cri-

babies. The infants were then sent away

tical change in Iran. Now, although the

Iraq under supervision of the US Forces

And that was at a time when Iran had

Iraqis; is known for organizing terrorist

mes in the eyes of Europeans. (Like the

to foster families. If the Virgin Mary tolera-

MKO claims to be the main opposition to

Command Centre and the ICRC. In any

just emerged from eight years of debili-

operations in cities with heavy weapons

Roman Emperor asking for water to wash

ted the great difficulties of God’s miracle,

the Islamic Republic regime, it has play-

case, the Iraqi election will effectively

tating war with its neighbor. In its pre-

such as mortars; is known for financial cor-

his hands although he had helped the

MKO mothers suffered only distress and

ed no part in Iranian opposition politics

end the MKO's existence there, whether

sent state the MKO would perhaps be

ruption whether by spending Iraqis’ assets

Pharisees against Jesus).

misery due to the madness of this cruel

for over twenty years.

armed or not, since an elected Iraqi

able to serve as a unit in a US attack

or by deceiving people in western coun-

The church later stated that although the

man. The leader of Mojahedin sect has

Instead, since 1983, it has waged armed

government will have to act on demands

force. Surely a more obvious deal for the

tries with bogus charities. This Maryam

doors of God’s house are always open to

also misinterpreted the words of Jesus -

attacks against its homeland from neigh-

for the MKO's removal. If we extrapolate

MKO would be to have the MKO remain

Rajavi visited the Madeleine Church. The

everyone, that if it had known that these

about burning the fruitless tree - in order

boring Iraq. MKO activities in Western

only from its own demands we can infer

a terrorist entity while its forces continue

visit of Rajavi's propaganda machine prey-

persons were connected to a terrorist

to justify torturing the members.

political circles have been based exclusi-

that the MKO's maximum hope of its

to work, as they do now, as the National

ed on Christian-Muslim uncertainties. But

group it would have asked the police to

These fruitless trees were human beings

vely on garnering support for its policy of

own survival is either to serve as a tool

Council of Resistance of Iran with

she is neither Muslim, Christian, Jew,

intervene. The church spokesperson said

who didn’t obey leader’s orders. For all

regime change by violent means, rather

in the hands of a very few powerful

Maryam Rajavi as its figurehead. This

Buddhist nor Zoroastrian. She has nothing

that no–one from the church had met with

those who heard Rajavi's words in the

than as representatives for political chan-

Western politicians for their own agenda

would allow a transition from a military

to do with God and his messengers. Every

the MKO group and expressed dismay over

sect, it was clear that they should treat

ge to Iran's Constitution or Government.

for Iran - in the main this is to pursue a

force to a political opposition force. In

Christian recruited by the MKO has been

the event. At the time, the Mojahedin

Rajavi as Mary had Jesus; although the

While the MKO has done its utmost to

policy of regime change by preemptive

the current anti-terror climate and in res-

made to quit their religious customs and

claimed on its website that its leader was

MKO leader has never accepted suffering

vilify and crush other exiled opposition

military action which is in itself a contro-

pect of its unpopularity inside Iran, surely

submit to the religion and customs of the

a special guest at the church. After 24

and is now living in comfort with his

movements because they do not believe

versial issue - or to be preserved as a

this would be a logical path to guarantee

Rajavis. In the Mojahedin sect, Massoud

hours this claim was removed for fear the

unlawful assets.

in violence to achieve secular democratic

bargaining chip by European govern-

its survival and growth. Why then does-
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Maryam Rajavi
at the Madeleine Church

What is behind Maryam Rajavi's
visit to Strasbourg?

Mitra Yousefi, December 2004

By Anne Singleton

For those of us who have escaped from Rajavi’s hell, it was obvious

Maryam Rajavi, the self-styled

based on its opportunist tradition, that the Mojahedin-e Khalq
organization, would perform another act of deception at Christmas.

president-elect of the National
Council of Resistance of Iran, the

government for Iran, it has become

ments to add leverage in talks over

increasingly clear since the mid 1990s

Iran's nuclear program. As the

that the real opposition to the Islamic

Mojahedin's position is transparent so its

Republic now exists in various forms insi-

reasoning is also transparent. Massoud

de Iran, including inside the government

Rajavi has sent his wife as an emissary

itself. The imprisonment of outspoken

to bargain for his own survival. He is

critics - newspaper editors, politicians,

offering his forces to be adopted by new

students and others - inside Iran continu-

sponsors for whatever they can be used

es despite international condemnation

for. In return these sponsors will try to

and criticism. Yet the Islamic Republic

remove the MKO from the list of terrorist

Rajavi is the connection between man and

deception would be exposed. Now there is

God. In order to magnify himself, Rajavi

only a photograph of Rajavi’s wife stan-

Even so, it was a painful spectacle to see

has denied his followers direct access to

ding beside a statute. The Mojahedin is a

the notorious magicians of politics mixing

him and placed his wife between them

dangerous sect which specifically visited

their evil pretexts with spiritual matters.

and himself. I was reminded of the

the church at Christmas to exploit, by

The sight of this notorious sect inside the

Christmas of 87 when - under the pretext

association, the Christian values of peace

has offered a unique amnesty to retur-

entities as a step toward buying Rajavi

Madeleine church in France was an unwel-

of defending a number of MKO members

and compassion. This sect has cancelled

The meeting was hosted in the European

ning MKO combatants, under which

immunity for his past crimes. If anyone

come intrusion. Rajavi's deception was

evicted from France - the Rajavis took a

the institution of family and marriage -

Parliament at Strasbourg by Alejo Vidal-

around 1,000 are due to return in the

still believes that there is any other rea-

played out before pilgrims and church-

group of us hunger strikers to join the line

except in the case of the leader and his

Quadras, a vice-president of the

coming months. In these circumstances it

son for the MKO's demand to be taken

goers who have respect for religious civili-

of pilgrims outside Notre Dame church. It

wife. A direct reversal of the practice of

European Parliament, and two MEPs who

is becoming more difficult to credit the

off the terrorist lists than to save

zation, for honesty, and in the grace of

was a very long line, but we stayed in the

Catholic priests who abstain from family

co-chair a group called Friends of a Free

MKO with real opposition credentials;

Massoud Rajavi's skin then let us imagi-

God's love have respect for the poor and

cold winter night in spite of being weak

life, but celebrate marriage and family in

Iran, Paulo Casaca of Italy and Struan

though because of its sophisticated pro-

ne the deal as having being struck.

vulnerable. Yet we are sadly aware of the

and hungry. Then, to our surprise, when

their followers. This sect has forbidden all

Stevenson of Britain. Both the United

paganda capability, it cannot be dismis-

Where will that leave the MKO? Imagine

pitiful situation of women and children in

our turn came they ordered us to leave

relationship between parents and children.

States and the EU consider the

sed entirely. But, while the Mojahedin's

the MKO is revived in Iraq and given the

Rajavi's sect. We know that the persistent

the line. Why? Was entering the church in

Respect for parents has been eradicated in

Mojahedin to be a terrorist organization.

argument is not new, Maryam Rajavi's

same money and arms as it received

campaign of this pernicious organization

contradiction with the MKO’s ideology?

MKO members. Love and passion are for-

Mrs Rajavi is currently on bail in France

visit to Strasbourg created controversy

from Saddam Hussein. Would it be the

to be accepted is associated with distur-

Was it afraid of the effects of the church’s

bidden because of the sick jealousy of the

pending trial on terrorism charges.

among exiled Iranian communities who

same force as it was before the US inva-

bing hidden realities - of course, realities

spiritual atmosphere on its members? That

leader who claims that to love anyone

Maryam Rajavi said that by entering into

saw it as yet another attempt to hijack

sion? When the average age of MKO

which are gradually now being revealed.

night, the Rajavis, greedy for money, sent

else is a barrier to loving the leader. After

negotiation with Iran over its nuclear

the political stage. However, if we place

combatants was around 30 years old and

Maryam Rajavi – wife of Massoud Rajavi –

some of us to play with the emotions of

canceling all the marriages of his mem-

program, Europe is 'appeasing Tehran'.

the visit in the context of the organizati-

it had free border access and unlimited

is known for her role in dissolving fami-

people and beg for money in the streets.

bers Massoud Rajavi picked out those

Instead Europe should support regime

on's current status we can postulate that

logistical support from the Iraqi military,

lies, victimizing women and children by

Inside the Madeleine church Maryam

women who had become pregnant before

change in Iran. Mrs Rajavi urged the EU

Maryam Rajavi's visit and the statements

the maximum it achieved was the

reactionary means and religious blackmail

Rajavi posed for photographs in the proxi-

this order and called them sinners. He iso-

to remove the Mojahedin from its list of

she made are based on opportunism

Forough-e Javidan operation of 1988 in

under the name of feminism; is known for

mity of the Father of the church and in

lated them so that even the fathers were

outlawed terrorism organizations, since it

rather than political analysis.

which half the forces were massacred

her cooperation with the Iraqi army and

front of sacred altar; pictures with which

not allowed to see their wives or new

[terrorist listing] was an obstacle to poli-

The MKO is already being disbanded in

and the rest forced to retreat in disarray.

security services in suppressing dissident

to wash her sinners hands from their cri-

babies. The infants were then sent away

tical change in Iran. Now, although the

Iraq under supervision of the US Forces

And that was at a time when Iran had

Iraqis; is known for organizing terrorist

mes in the eyes of Europeans. (Like the

to foster families. If the Virgin Mary tolera-

MKO claims to be the main opposition to

Command Centre and the ICRC. In any

just emerged from eight years of debili-

operations in cities with heavy weapons

Roman Emperor asking for water to wash

ted the great difficulties of God’s miracle,

the Islamic Republic regime, it has play-

case, the Iraqi election will effectively

tating war with its neighbor. In its pre-

such as mortars; is known for financial cor-

his hands although he had helped the

MKO mothers suffered only distress and

ed no part in Iranian opposition politics

end the MKO's existence there, whether

sent state the MKO would perhaps be

ruption whether by spending Iraqis’ assets

Pharisees against Jesus).

misery due to the madness of this cruel

for over twenty years.

armed or not, since an elected Iraqi

able to serve as a unit in a US attack

or by deceiving people in western coun-

The church later stated that although the

man. The leader of Mojahedin sect has

Instead, since 1983, it has waged armed

government will have to act on demands

force. Surely a more obvious deal for the

tries with bogus charities. This Maryam

doors of God’s house are always open to

also misinterpreted the words of Jesus -

attacks against its homeland from neigh-

for the MKO's removal. If we extrapolate

MKO would be to have the MKO remain

Rajavi visited the Madeleine Church. The

everyone, that if it had known that these

about burning the fruitless tree - in order

boring Iraq. MKO activities in Western

only from its own demands we can infer

a terrorist entity while its forces continue

visit of Rajavi's propaganda machine prey-

persons were connected to a terrorist

to justify torturing the members.

political circles have been based exclusi-

that the MKO's maximum hope of its

to work, as they do now, as the National

ed on Christian-Muslim uncertainties. But

group it would have asked the police to

These fruitless trees were human beings

vely on garnering support for its policy of

own survival is either to serve as a tool

Council of Resistance of Iran with

she is neither Muslim, Christian, Jew,

intervene. The church spokesperson said

who didn’t obey leader’s orders. For all

regime change by violent means, rather

in the hands of a very few powerful

Maryam Rajavi as its figurehead. This

Buddhist nor Zoroastrian. She has nothing

that no–one from the church had met with

those who heard Rajavi's words in the

than as representatives for political chan-

Western politicians for their own agenda

would allow a transition from a military

to do with God and his messengers. Every

the MKO group and expressed dismay over

sect, it was clear that they should treat

ge to Iran's Constitution or Government.

for Iran - in the main this is to pursue a

force to a political opposition force. In

Christian recruited by the MKO has been

the event. At the time, the Mojahedin

Rajavi as Mary had Jesus; although the

While the MKO has done its utmost to

policy of regime change by preemptive

the current anti-terror climate and in res-

made to quit their religious customs and

claimed on its website that its leader was

MKO leader has never accepted suffering

vilify and crush other exiled opposition

military action which is in itself a contro-

pect of its unpopularity inside Iran, surely

submit to the religion and customs of the

a special guest at the church. After 24

and is now living in comfort with his

movements because they do not believe

versial issue - or to be preserved as a

this would be a logical path to guarantee

Rajavis. In the Mojahedin sect, Massoud

hours this claim was removed for fear the

unlawful assets.

in violence to achieve secular democratic

bargaining chip by European govern-

its survival and growth. Why then does-
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political wing of the Mojahedine Khalq, spoke at a private meeting mid December 2004.
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n't the NCRI abandon violence as the

ning. MEPs are entitled to their own

will not allow any obstacles to interfere

members are always sinful and the organiza-

against the Islamic Republic regime. Former

only means to achieve regime change

views. Organizations like the MKO will

in Europe's relations with Iran. In the

tion is always innocent. To 'prove' this, they

political prisoners spoke to us and said that

to everyone there.

and act, in accordance with its own char-

surely find among the 732 members at

face of all these messages, Maryam

force members to report what they dream of

Iranian guards stub out cigarettes on priso-

Mir Qafur Seyedi: Let me explain more.

ter, as an umbrella for the many opposi-

least one who will perform the logistics.

Rajavi's visit can be interpreted as

at nights and if somebody doesn’t do this

ners’ bodies, or they iron the bodies, they cut

Marriage was obligatory before 1989. There

tion forces already struggling to bring

The only obstacle here is to convince that

having perhaps one obvious motive. This

they will be punished. Rajavi himself takes

fingers or hands off and so many other

were girls in the organization whose parents

secular democracy to Iran? No doubt

MEP to gamble their reputation. Again,

elaborate but essentially hollow PR exer-

part in this thought manipulation system. In

things. After I arrived, they told me the regi-

had been killed, aged 14, 15, and 16. They

many in the West would be happy to

at least one or two in 732 can be found.

cise is to be used for internal purposes.

large meetings, sometimes 1000 guys stand

me had arrested my whole family and they

gave these girls to men whose wives had been

support such a move. But this approach

Using the building of the European

That is, to convince Rajavi's followers

up and humiliate or criticize someone else.

were all in prison. They never let me write

killed in the Mersad operation [Fourgh-e

has a fatal flaw. It would not halt the

Parliament and a handful of MEPs is irre-

that the MKO has a future. And even that

Now, this person in order not to be broken is

even a letter. I wrote three letters but they

Javidan 1988] and were aged between 40 and

dissolution of the MKO in Iraq as an

levant to the procedures and decisions of

will have its effect only as long as the

forced to either resist or submit to Rajavi’s

had torn them all up. I couldn’t get in touch

50. An obligatory divorce, a so-called ideologi-

armed force. And this dissolution in its

the European Union. As we know, the EU

members and supporters remain igno-

system. That is, to accept the word of the

with my family. I had no phone calls. In this

cal revolution, took place in the higher ranks of

turn will expose Massoud Rajavi, and

decision to designate the MKO as a terro-

rant about basic facts pertaining to

Organization above his own thoughts and

way they evoke hatred in people so that the

the organization in 1989. In 1991 obligatory

other top leaders who remain in hiding

rist organization and to take measures

democratic processes in the world. The

beliefs. This process of submission, of accep-

member wants to take revenge for his family.

divorce was introduced among all members.

in Ashraf camp, to prosecution for war

against it occurred after all the EU mem-

Islamic Republic of course is not ignorant

ting the Organization's word, starts with mee-

By the time I was ready to perform morta-

Rajavi held a meeting in Ashraf base’s public

crimes and crimes against humanity. We

ber countries reached consensus on the

of the democratic processes in the EU

tings of 4 people and progresses to meetings

ring, ordinary people were no longer impor-

hall with all the married members. Maryam

are back at square one. Put all of this

issue. The European Parliament did not

and US. The Iranians are more than ready

of 1000 people in which the member is crus-

tant for me. In fact, I was Rajavi’s power-see-

Rajavi and Shahrzad Sadr stood next to

aside as sour grapes on behalf of the

vote or otherwise influence the decision

to use the MKO as a tool against the EU

hed by their criticisms. What happens is that

king tool to be used politically by him. I

Massoud. They brought a big tray. Those who

MKO's critics. If we accept Maryam

of the member states. When Maryam

in their negotiations – quite opposite to

some people stand up in the meeting and

should fire; it wasn't important where I hit.

had a wedding ring would place it on the tray.

Rajavi's position that the MKO is a key

Rajavi was arrested in June 2003, the

what is commonly perceived – as it

insult and humiliate him. If he resists, the

They changed us so that we always harbored

Husband and wife then stood facing each

player in regime change – a strategy of

French judiciary did not consult the

points to duplicity in the European (and

meeting ends with people hitting him, and

hatred. They said those people who don’t

other; the man called his wife demon, and the

course which the European Union has no

European Parliament which is, of course,

US) approach to terrorism. Yet the history

we have cases with the names of people to

help you inside Iran are certainly from Basiij,

woman called her husband accursed. Then they

interest in pursuing – or is in fact the

irrelevant to the process of law in France.

of the MKO follows a pattern of being

prove what we say, some of them disappea-

the Intelligence service or Revolutionary

slapped each other in order to show hate

main opposition which can be used as a

When the US bombed the MKO bases in

used by both sides against moderate and

red and we believe they were delivered to

Guards and it’s better to fight with these

toward each other and did not return to their

threat to Iran in EU negotiations - cer-

Iraq and forced its surrender it did not

democratic opposition. The real problem

the Iraqis. The Mojahedin deliver them to the

kinds of people and kill them. They ordered

homes again. All family residences were made

tainly the MKO has shown it is determin-

consult with any parliament, this was a

with Maryam Rajavi, the MKO and the

Iraqis saying these are spies and infiltrators.

this.

into prisons after 1991. Each married person

ed to keep the nuclear issue alive so as

military conflict with a terrorist organiza-

NCRI is not whether they get to talk in a

Maybe they’ve died in Iraqi prisons. It’s pro-

Hoora Shalchi: I want to talk about divorce.

who didn’t want to divorce was taken to these

to have a place in the negotiating pro-

tion. When listing the MKO as terrorist,

private meeting or not, but whether they

bable that the Organization itself has killed

They said that anyone who wants to join the

buildings and was jailed there. Massoud and

cess, even as a bargaining chip - this still

neither the US nor EU put it to a parlia-

are to be held accountable for their

them. But, we know these people by their

organization should first of all divorce. If

Maryam held several public meetings in order

does not satisfactorily explain Maryam

mentary vote. It was a decision based on

deeds, personally and collectively, accor-

names; all my friends here have seen them

somebody is married they should divorce

to make everyone divorce their spouses. Once I

Rajavi's private meeting in the European

factual information from experts, ana-

ding to the laws of the free world. To

being erased by the organization. These guys

their spouse and if single they should divorce

saw a man and his pregnant wife. They said

Parliament. As we know, any MEP can

lysts and researchers in each country's

imagine the MKO is exempt from justice

stood against Rajavi and his ideology and

ideologically. We had to take vows and swear

that he should go and deliver his child and

book a room and sponsor speakers to

civil service and on intelligence reports.

because it can be used by all sides in a

they were finally erased by him.

promises that we would not marry again. To

return later without them. Now there is no sign

address invited guests. This does not in

The common voice from European lea-

political wrangle is unacceptable and will

be accepted into the organization we had to

of marriage or being married. They say that it’s

itself carry any political weight or mea-

ders and EP representatives is that they

not work.

Correspondent: When you were in the
organization, how often did they order
assassinations?

give such promises. These are the conditions

our ideology and anyone who veers toward

for entry. Then we have a series of ideological

marriage they has sinned and this is forbidden.

Mir Qafur Seyedi: These assassinations were

bers one by one that divorce is necessary

planned by Rajavi himself. Planning, map cal-

since marriage and a family is incompatible

culations and working on the information are

with the struggle. From then on, one should

Correspondent: Did you have problems
accessing non-organizational news sources to get information from inside Iran?

done at his joint staff headquarters. When the

not speak about it and it shouldn’t be in our

Mohammed Qomi: There’s a kind of propagan-

order is to be issued, Rajavi holds a meeting

minds. Thinking about a wife or husband is

da campaign inside the organization. No one is

the biggest sin.

allowed to access any other radio or journal

p

The Interview of 9 Mojahedin Defectors
with
International Media
PART TWO
Correspondent: is there any list in the
organization of the authorities to be assassinated? If yes, is it ranked?
Another question is what percent of you
and other men and women were attracted by financial aid given by the organization and how much by the ideological
aspects of it?
And the third question: do organizational
marriages still exist there or not?

king members. In my own case, after comple-

Arash Sameti Pur: The list is planned with the

ween commanders and those under com-

ting the terrorist training, I only knew who

mand, discussion about not allowing friends-

with the commanders and makes them pro-

my target was at the final stage and they

hips, discussion about divorce, which I think

mise to perform a terrorist operation. The

keep such things secret. And about the per-

can answer your third question. And there is

ordered is given and it is then followed and

centage of ideological persons in the organi-

discussion about criticism and self-criticism

observed by Nasrin (Mahvash Sepehri), one of

zation, when a new member joins the

that is held every day likes a thoughtinvesti-

system, they place him under a special ideo-

gation court. The process of attraction to the

logical programming process and I believe

ideology is a lengthy one that works very

that it’s a complete brainwashing system.

strongly on people and they recruit forces by

This system, I should explain, is made by

this method. Basically this system is built on

Rajavi. A person, immediately on entering the

insults and humiliation. Also, harking back to

coordination of Iraqis and accessing the infor-

organization, enters a process of training.

mation about this is impossible for lower-ran-

There’s discussion about the relations bet-
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don’t have the right to marry, and this happens

meetings and films. They convince the mem-

except theirs.

Correspondent: Explain organizational
marriages.

Arash Sameti Pur: Before I went to Iraq I had

Rajavi’s major deputies. She prepares the for-

Hoora Shalchi: Organizational marriages don’t

ways. But the organization has a complex

ces and selects them for mortaring, assassina-

exist anymore. It’s a long time now since eve-

method. From the time I entered the organiza-

ting and other tasks.

ryone divorced. Ideological mass divorces.

tion in Iraq, the news we received was limited

Arash Sameti Pur: Rajavi has forced everyone

to a daily bulletin published by the organiza-

Correspondent: How did they motivate
you to assassinate your compatriots?

to divorce. As she (Shalchi) said they force

tion, and the organization’s TV with its own

married members to divorce. I am single, but

analysis. As my friend said, we weren’t allo-

the Nazis’ forced labor camps, Rajavi has cre-

Mir Qafur Seyedi: When we arrived in the

as soon as I entered the organization they

wed to have radio there; there’s no newspa-

ated another model of that. For Rajavi, the

camp, they showed us a mass of propaganda

made me promise that as long as I’m alive I

pers whether Iranian or not. We were limited

access to Iranian news by internet and other
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n't the NCRI abandon violence as the

ning. MEPs are entitled to their own

will not allow any obstacles to interfere

members are always sinful and the organiza-

against the Islamic Republic regime. Former

only means to achieve regime change

views. Organizations like the MKO will

in Europe's relations with Iran. In the

tion is always innocent. To 'prove' this, they

political prisoners spoke to us and said that

to everyone there.

and act, in accordance with its own char-

surely find among the 732 members at

face of all these messages, Maryam

force members to report what they dream of

Iranian guards stub out cigarettes on priso-

Mir Qafur Seyedi: Let me explain more.

ter, as an umbrella for the many opposi-

least one who will perform the logistics.

Rajavi's visit can be interpreted as

at nights and if somebody doesn’t do this

ners’ bodies, or they iron the bodies, they cut

Marriage was obligatory before 1989. There

tion forces already struggling to bring

The only obstacle here is to convince that

having perhaps one obvious motive. This

they will be punished. Rajavi himself takes

fingers or hands off and so many other

were girls in the organization whose parents

secular democracy to Iran? No doubt

MEP to gamble their reputation. Again,

elaborate but essentially hollow PR exer-

part in this thought manipulation system. In

things. After I arrived, they told me the regi-

had been killed, aged 14, 15, and 16. They

many in the West would be happy to

at least one or two in 732 can be found.

cise is to be used for internal purposes.

large meetings, sometimes 1000 guys stand

me had arrested my whole family and they

gave these girls to men whose wives had been

support such a move. But this approach

Using the building of the European

That is, to convince Rajavi's followers

up and humiliate or criticize someone else.

were all in prison. They never let me write

killed in the Mersad operation [Fourgh-e

has a fatal flaw. It would not halt the

Parliament and a handful of MEPs is irre-

that the MKO has a future. And even that

Now, this person in order not to be broken is

even a letter. I wrote three letters but they

Javidan 1988] and were aged between 40 and

dissolution of the MKO in Iraq as an

levant to the procedures and decisions of

will have its effect only as long as the

forced to either resist or submit to Rajavi’s

had torn them all up. I couldn’t get in touch

50. An obligatory divorce, a so-called ideologi-

armed force. And this dissolution in its

the European Union. As we know, the EU

members and supporters remain igno-

system. That is, to accept the word of the

with my family. I had no phone calls. In this

cal revolution, took place in the higher ranks of

turn will expose Massoud Rajavi, and

decision to designate the MKO as a terro-

rant about basic facts pertaining to

Organization above his own thoughts and

way they evoke hatred in people so that the

the organization in 1989. In 1991 obligatory

other top leaders who remain in hiding

rist organization and to take measures

democratic processes in the world. The

beliefs. This process of submission, of accep-

member wants to take revenge for his family.

divorce was introduced among all members.

in Ashraf camp, to prosecution for war

against it occurred after all the EU mem-

Islamic Republic of course is not ignorant

ting the Organization's word, starts with mee-

By the time I was ready to perform morta-

Rajavi held a meeting in Ashraf base’s public

crimes and crimes against humanity. We

ber countries reached consensus on the

of the democratic processes in the EU

tings of 4 people and progresses to meetings

ring, ordinary people were no longer impor-

hall with all the married members. Maryam

are back at square one. Put all of this

issue. The European Parliament did not

and US. The Iranians are more than ready

of 1000 people in which the member is crus-

tant for me. In fact, I was Rajavi’s power-see-

Rajavi and Shahrzad Sadr stood next to

aside as sour grapes on behalf of the

vote or otherwise influence the decision

to use the MKO as a tool against the EU

hed by their criticisms. What happens is that

king tool to be used politically by him. I

Massoud. They brought a big tray. Those who

MKO's critics. If we accept Maryam

of the member states. When Maryam

in their negotiations – quite opposite to

some people stand up in the meeting and

should fire; it wasn't important where I hit.

had a wedding ring would place it on the tray.

Rajavi's position that the MKO is a key

Rajavi was arrested in June 2003, the

what is commonly perceived – as it

insult and humiliate him. If he resists, the

They changed us so that we always harbored

Husband and wife then stood facing each

player in regime change – a strategy of

French judiciary did not consult the

points to duplicity in the European (and

meeting ends with people hitting him, and

hatred. They said those people who don’t

other; the man called his wife demon, and the

course which the European Union has no

European Parliament which is, of course,

US) approach to terrorism. Yet the history

we have cases with the names of people to

help you inside Iran are certainly from Basiij,

woman called her husband accursed. Then they

interest in pursuing – or is in fact the

irrelevant to the process of law in France.

of the MKO follows a pattern of being

prove what we say, some of them disappea-

the Intelligence service or Revolutionary

slapped each other in order to show hate

main opposition which can be used as a

When the US bombed the MKO bases in

used by both sides against moderate and

red and we believe they were delivered to

Guards and it’s better to fight with these

toward each other and did not return to their

threat to Iran in EU negotiations - cer-

Iraq and forced its surrender it did not

democratic opposition. The real problem

the Iraqis. The Mojahedin deliver them to the

kinds of people and kill them. They ordered

homes again. All family residences were made

tainly the MKO has shown it is determin-

consult with any parliament, this was a

with Maryam Rajavi, the MKO and the

Iraqis saying these are spies and infiltrators.

this.

into prisons after 1991. Each married person

ed to keep the nuclear issue alive so as

military conflict with a terrorist organiza-

NCRI is not whether they get to talk in a

Maybe they’ve died in Iraqi prisons. It’s pro-

Hoora Shalchi: I want to talk about divorce.

who didn’t want to divorce was taken to these

to have a place in the negotiating pro-

tion. When listing the MKO as terrorist,

private meeting or not, but whether they

bable that the Organization itself has killed

They said that anyone who wants to join the

buildings and was jailed there. Massoud and

cess, even as a bargaining chip - this still

neither the US nor EU put it to a parlia-

are to be held accountable for their

them. But, we know these people by their

organization should first of all divorce. If

Maryam held several public meetings in order

does not satisfactorily explain Maryam

mentary vote. It was a decision based on

deeds, personally and collectively, accor-

names; all my friends here have seen them

somebody is married they should divorce

to make everyone divorce their spouses. Once I

Rajavi's private meeting in the European

factual information from experts, ana-

ding to the laws of the free world. To

being erased by the organization. These guys

their spouse and if single they should divorce

saw a man and his pregnant wife. They said

Parliament. As we know, any MEP can

lysts and researchers in each country's

imagine the MKO is exempt from justice

stood against Rajavi and his ideology and

ideologically. We had to take vows and swear

that he should go and deliver his child and

book a room and sponsor speakers to

civil service and on intelligence reports.

because it can be used by all sides in a

they were finally erased by him.

promises that we would not marry again. To

return later without them. Now there is no sign

address invited guests. This does not in

The common voice from European lea-

political wrangle is unacceptable and will

be accepted into the organization we had to

of marriage or being married. They say that it’s

itself carry any political weight or mea-

ders and EP representatives is that they

not work.

Correspondent: When you were in the
organization, how often did they order
assassinations?

give such promises. These are the conditions

our ideology and anyone who veers toward

for entry. Then we have a series of ideological

marriage they has sinned and this is forbidden.

Mir Qafur Seyedi: These assassinations were

bers one by one that divorce is necessary

planned by Rajavi himself. Planning, map cal-

since marriage and a family is incompatible

culations and working on the information are

with the struggle. From then on, one should

Correspondent: Did you have problems
accessing non-organizational news sources to get information from inside Iran?

done at his joint staff headquarters. When the

not speak about it and it shouldn’t be in our

Mohammed Qomi: There’s a kind of propagan-

order is to be issued, Rajavi holds a meeting

minds. Thinking about a wife or husband is

da campaign inside the organization. No one is

the biggest sin.

allowed to access any other radio or journal
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with
International Media
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Correspondent: is there any list in the
organization of the authorities to be assassinated? If yes, is it ranked?
Another question is what percent of you
and other men and women were attracted by financial aid given by the organization and how much by the ideological
aspects of it?
And the third question: do organizational
marriages still exist there or not?

king members. In my own case, after comple-

Arash Sameti Pur: The list is planned with the

ween commanders and those under com-

ting the terrorist training, I only knew who

mand, discussion about not allowing friends-

with the commanders and makes them pro-

my target was at the final stage and they

hips, discussion about divorce, which I think

mise to perform a terrorist operation. The

keep such things secret. And about the per-

can answer your third question. And there is

ordered is given and it is then followed and

centage of ideological persons in the organi-

discussion about criticism and self-criticism

observed by Nasrin (Mahvash Sepehri), one of

zation, when a new member joins the

that is held every day likes a thoughtinvesti-

system, they place him under a special ideo-

gation court. The process of attraction to the

logical programming process and I believe

ideology is a lengthy one that works very

that it’s a complete brainwashing system.

strongly on people and they recruit forces by

This system, I should explain, is made by

this method. Basically this system is built on

Rajavi. A person, immediately on entering the

insults and humiliation. Also, harking back to

coordination of Iraqis and accessing the infor-

organization, enters a process of training.

mation about this is impossible for lower-ran-

There’s discussion about the relations bet-
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don’t have the right to marry, and this happens

meetings and films. They convince the mem-

except theirs.

Correspondent: Explain organizational
marriages.

Arash Sameti Pur: Before I went to Iraq I had

Rajavi’s major deputies. She prepares the for-

Hoora Shalchi: Organizational marriages don’t

ways. But the organization has a complex

ces and selects them for mortaring, assassina-

exist anymore. It’s a long time now since eve-

method. From the time I entered the organiza-

ting and other tasks.

ryone divorced. Ideological mass divorces.

tion in Iraq, the news we received was limited

Arash Sameti Pur: Rajavi has forced everyone

to a daily bulletin published by the organiza-

Correspondent: How did they motivate
you to assassinate your compatriots?

to divorce. As she (Shalchi) said they force

tion, and the organization’s TV with its own

married members to divorce. I am single, but

analysis. As my friend said, we weren’t allo-

the Nazis’ forced labor camps, Rajavi has cre-

Mir Qafur Seyedi: When we arrived in the

as soon as I entered the organization they

wed to have radio there; there’s no newspa-

ated another model of that. For Rajavi, the

camp, they showed us a mass of propaganda

made me promise that as long as I’m alive I

pers whether Iranian or not. We were limited

access to Iranian news by internet and other
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only to their own news which was based on

just want my children back. I don’t know how

their own analysis. That is, if Rajavi gave us

much control the Mojahedin has over my chil-

an analysis, the news we received later exact-

dren; I just wish to live with my husband and

ly matched his analysis or in some way pro-

children. I was an ordinary person when I

ved his analysis. They gave us selected news.

went to the Netherlands. I wasn’t a political

Correspondent: I have a question for all
of you. Have you met Rajavi face to
face?
How important is that? And how carefully is he protected?

They censored those parts they didn’t want

person and didn’t know the organization at

Seyed Abadi: Yes, I saw him, and even asked

and manipulated the parts they wanted to

all. When our asylum claim failed and the

to be sent on an operation. Before the mee-

publish. We didn’t have access to any other

Netherlands’s government wanted to deport

ting everyone is very carefully inspected phy-

source to determine whether these issues are

us someone in the camp introduced the

sically. He is protected but one can see him

correct or not.

Mojahedin to me and asked me to join.

closely. Once he came to see me and we
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MKO Combatants arrive home

stood very close to each other.

Correspondent: Mrs Malek, did you
know that the Mojahedin’s journal
announced that you’re dead?

Correspondent: When did it happen?

Arash Sameti Pur: It is not easy to see him

Seyed Abadi: My deportation was ordered in

since he is so protected. They perform body

1995 but I was pregnant. They said I should

searches with detectors. But sometimes he

Ma’soomeh Malek Seyed Abadi: Yes, I have

give birth and then leave the country. The

asks people to go to him to make them in

that volume. I was arrested in September

organization took advantage of this since nei-

awe of him. He says, “come and kiss my

2000. Rajavi has made a martyr of me in his

ther of us were political people. They worked

face”. This is another tool of his psychological

journal.

first on my husband, and they successfully

system for when he wants to attract a mem-

persuaded him to join their activities and I

ber to himself.

On December 20, 2004, a group of 28 people arrived at Mehrabad airport in Tehran at the end of a
momentous journey. The 28 individuals were the first to be repatriated from the MKO in Iraq under
a unique amnesty offered by Iran's Intelligence Ministry.

Speaking of their arrival, Foreign

Roshana Association in Germany,

Cross, the European Parliament and

Ministry spokesman Hamid Reza

that he was grateful to the US

US embassies across Europe" [follo-

Correspondent: How is recruitment
done in Europe?

Asefi said that Iran respected the

Central Command in Iraq and the

wing US army designation of the

civic rights of all Iranians. The former

International Committee of the Red

arrested MKO members in Iraq as

Seyed Abadi: In Europe they go to asylum

members of the Mojahedin-e Khalq

Cross for their intervention. These

protected persons under the Fourth

Seyed Abadi: Husbands and wives never see

seekers' camps and hostels. They take advan-

were transferred from Iraq to Tehran

people will now be taken out of Iraq

Geneva Convention].

each other there. It seems that I have divor-

tage of people’s honesty and need. If a per-

by Red Cross airplanes in two stages.

and treated with humanity and

Representatives from the ICRC told

Correspondent: Where are your children and husband now?

ced my husband, but in our hearts it’s not

son is not informed about the Organization,

An ICRC statement confirmed that

given the help they need to return

Iran-Interlink its officials would soon

hidden. At least they see each other for a

he will be attracted immediately. They take

they had been interviewed and

to normal life wherever they may

move into the main body of Ashraf

Seyed Abadi: My children are now in the

moment. Rajavi calls this his ideological revo-

him to a base and broadcast propaganda

were being transferred according to

choose to live. There is no doubt

camp itself and interview the mem-

Netherlands. I have two daughters, one 12

lution. He says humans are unique jewels

tapes for him to take more advantage of him.

their own decision to return home

that not all of them will want to

bers with whom there had not pre-

Correspondent: What was your intention in coming to Iran?

was taken later because of my husband.

Seyed Abadi: I had come for mortaring. They
also printed the photos of my children to take

Correspondent: Did you keep your relationship with your husband in Iraq?

advantage of people's sentiments.

years old and the other 6 years old. My hus-

since they embody ideological principles. In

First, they send him to collect money in the

after renouncing their involvement

return to Iran. Mr Khodabandeh

viously been contact [because of

band is in Iraq.

Iraq human beings are considered sinful if

streets. I myself misused the honesty of the

with the MKO.

added, "this is the result of many

MKO obstruction].

they are complex beings.

Netherlands' people: one day I said that my

One of the returnees Bahrouz Soltani

months of work from inside Iran and

There are reports that some of the

father had been executed, another day my

said that another 600 MKO members

outside. Nejat Association has car-

people in the camp who want to

Correspondent: How long is that you
haven’t seen your children?

mother was executed and another day my

were due to leave Iraq and come to

ried out intense efforts inside Iran.

leave are in urgent need of medical

sister. I did this to get money from them. I

Iran in coordination with the ICRC.

Abroad, more than 50 Iranian perso-

attention. Some have been beaten

years. I worked for three years full-time in the

Correspondent: Did the organization
force you to leave your children and go
to Iraq?

had to lie everyday. They teach this to prepare

"We, as well as other MKO members,

nalities and over 150 international

and placed in solitary confinement

Netherlands in the financial-social work of the

Seyed Abadi: Yes. First of all they manipulate

you for the other side, Iraq.

were under very severe and intole-

personalities have been in contact

inside the camp. Rumors circulate in

organization. That means gathering money for

and work on people and especially take

rable conditions in Iraq and were

with the ICRC by telephone, letter

the main body of Ashraf that there

the organization.

advantage of the members’ honesty. They use

counting the days until we could

and visits, to ask for intervention in

are no controls in the other part of

Seyed Abadi: Three years. I was abroad for six

[To be continued…]

you for their own propaganda. For instance

return home," he added.

the situation. Many others have wor-

the camp where separated members

Correspondent: Do your children know
where you are now?

when I went to Iraq I heard from others that

Massoud Khodabandeh from Iran-

ked hard gathering signatures on

are held and they are subject to

Interlink said, in an interview with

petitions, meeting with the Red

rape and other abuses.

Seyed Abadi: Sure they know what has hap-

advertised that “this is a woman who left her

pened to me. The Mojahedin will tell them

life and came here”, but I was unhappy about

because they want to convert my children

that. They do this to recruit others to the

Editor

to soldiers who follow my footsteps in the

organization. Now only a few people leave

Anne Singleton

future.

their children and come to Iraq. They use pro-

the Mojahedin had printed my photos and

paganda in this way. They don't do this with
Correspondent: How did you feel about not

men. It is women who are instrumental in

seeing your children for years?

Rajavi’s system. They do this to absorb more

Seyed Abadi: There was a closed situation

forces. But the women in the so-called libera-

there and I couldn’t think about anything. I

tion army are not free, they are treated as

mean I was not allowed to think. But now I

slaves.
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